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Thanks to the available features of reach-in refrigerated
display bonnets LONDON, your retail site will become
unique and effective.

The display bonnets are distinguished by their modern
stylish design, due to the large curved glass and LED
illumination offering better exposition to food products.
The combination of forms and dimensional models
offered for refrigerated bonnets LONDON together with
the accessories, options, and temperature conditions
provide a wide range of options to create modern
shopping layouts.

The technical perfection of the equipment, the use of
energy efficient and environmentally friendly materials,
and minimal maintenance make the line of display
bonnets LONDON the most effective tool for organizing
retail.
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Distinctive features:
- Highly transparent sliding glass windows with low heat
conductance.
- Best-in-class visibility of products due to the use of curved
glass.
- The availability of transformable multi-level wireframes and
baskets for effective displaying of products.
- Single or double LED row for interior space.
- The possibility of end elements for assembling refrigerated
islands.
- Single and two level island-type and next-to-wall shelved
extension structures to display associated products with an
option of installing LED illumination for the shelves.
- The special design of the internal spacing of the reach-in
refrigerated bonnets reduces ice formation and does not
require frequent defrosting.
- Auto defrost is done using modern-day management by CPU.
- The use of environmentally friendly and energy efficient
Freon R290 provides reduction in power consumption by 20%.
- Connectivity to remote monitoring and temperature
control system.



LONDON: PREMIUM DESIGN ELEMENTS

Energy 
saving

Energy efficient LED illumination provides
excellent exposition background and
effectively underlines exceptional quality of
products. As an option, doublesided LED
illumination can be installed in the space,
giving the maximum lighting to the products.

Smooth 
lines

The perfectly smooth contours of the glass and
decorating plastic elements highlight this
equipment as of the premium class, providing
maximum visibility to displayed products.

The protecting plastic bumper with a color
insert signifies its individuality and perfected
esthetics, and provides the necessary
protection against impacts by shopping carts.

The optionally available kick plate provides
space minimization between the body of the
display cabinet and the floor, hiding its feet.

Plastic 
bumper

Kick 
plate
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Restrictors

Transparent product stoppers against
roll-down from the shelves of the
extension structure do not create a
psychological barrier between the
customer and the product.

Shelf

The single-sided (next-to-wall) and double-
sided (island type) shelved extension structure
with LED illumination creates further options
for displaying products.

The stationary glass elements of the end
side offer decorating pattern which points
out its individuality and design perfection.

The ability to transform the row of grid-based
shelves and baskets adds functional flexibility
to the refrigerated space, which not only
offers the reaching accessibility for selling but
also allows to store goods at the lower level.

Glass 
elements

Transform 
the row
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Perfect 
installation

The option to adjust the height of the
supporting legs ensures perfect installation of
a line or island of refrigerated displays
cabinets even in store areas based on a
complete architecture.

Branding

Manifold possibilities for bonnet bin branding
allow the food manufacturers to single out the
equipment in stores.
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Services available to the customer: 

Services

Store Design Renting & Leasing Branding

Store Dismantling Maintenance Delivery
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